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ЛП5ТПЛСТ 

J influence of defects in l.c.c. (body centred c-.:bic) 
i iron ол its radiation damaje characters has been studied 
| ly numsrical integration of equations of motion of a lavje 

set of atoms on a hijh—speed computer. As characteristic 
the icllovinq defects were chosem vacancy, <lcc> and <11с> 
split ihterstitinls and interstitial carbon atoms in octa
hedral position. The threshold enerjy for displacing a 
carbon atom is found to Ъе highly dependent on direction 

| of the knock-on, similarly as for the case of ironatows. 
The lowest threshold energy is found to le loss than ;• e'.' 
in < l0O> direction and the hijhest in <IlO> direction. 
Channelling of carbon atoms was observed only in <lOC> 
direction. Pefects can also influence the dynamics of 
processes of radiation damage, first of all its collision 

! chains. Vacancies strongly affect collision chains in <lc:> 
and <lll> directions which results in defocusotion. 
Split interstitials, if not parallel to collision chnin, 
practically stop instantly its propagation. The Icrjast 

J effect is produced by interstitial carbon яtowsf 
} they rapidly slow down all types of collision chains. 



ir.T'T̂ UCTICr.' 

Our inn several last years a lavae effort lias teen 
aimed to the viuinericai simulatioit of řadicí ion dánu je 

í in several types of materials. ''-ecav.se of some difficulties 
I and to obtain some qialitative results, o::Iy pure metals 
! have '.вей st; died, vhis :;:'liii'ticn ÍE idealised in some 
! v.ay, as practically no natoritil can exist without any 
i defects - e. ;. Fre>:'tel detects or foreijn atoms. 
Í 

j Defects in '-cteripls ploy very important role di:rin • 

; irradiation end their role is pronounced i:i two ways -

: i>: direct reconciliation with irradiation induced point 

j defects, ала in interaction with dynamic SÍ070S of ra-
j diatioi'1 daxiaye, lased cor exantplo on Seeder's ir.odol of 
I "depicted 2o:i<s" with dynamic crowdions and focusons, 
| causing transport of mass av.d energy to relatively large 
f distances. 

Iron end other i .c.c. (body centred cubic) type 

alloys are very sensitive to defects, especially to 

impurities lihe interstitial carbon and nitrojen atoms, 
as shown by a lot of experiment without and with radiation 

! /I, 7, 3, 4, 5/. f.'oi-ecver, normal Frenfeel defects can 

! also influence the behavior of such a metal. 

] Cy reasons of thcrt the dynamic stajes of radiation 
j dauujje in b.c.c. iron crystal containing Frenkel defects 

I or interstitials fcarlon atoms) were studied usinj 
» numerical compulations. 
! 
1 

! A wicie set о; сотри tat ions was carried out study in; 
' crystals with and without defects. 

t 
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As characteristic the following defects have been chosen* 
vacancy, interstitial iron atom {in split configura
tions), carbon atom (in octahedral position). Computations 
were planned in such a way to find out the extent of 
interaction of these defects with dynamic crowdions or 
focKsons ant their influence on dynamic parameters. 

THE MODEL 
The model used is very similar to Vineyardys and 

Erginsoy>s models /7, 8/. 

Calculations were performed on sets of N atoms 
interacting v/ith pairwise central forces, and supple
mented by special "surface* forces on tne atoms near 
the boundary of the set. The surface forces consist 
of a constant force, a spring force (proportional 
to the displacement of an atom fxon its lattice site) 
and a viscous force (proportional to minus velocity 
of an atom). 

Most of the calculations reported here were carried 
out with a cubic set measuring lOxlOylC and a prim 
measuring lixlaxlo, where the unit of lenjth is one 
half of the cubic unit cell, i.e. I.43 A. Por unit 
of energy eV was chosen and then the unit of time 
is equal to 3.43x10 5 вес. The imperfect treatment 
of surface and near-surface atoms was believed to be 
a very minor disturbance in the events reported, 
because calculations were always arranged to keep 
the displacements of surface atoms small and to have 
the regions of important dynamic action in the interior 
of the set. 

Two pairwise interaction potentials were chosen» 
the first 

In all cases term "atomv instead of "ion" is used, 
according to other current literature. 



for Fc - Fo and the second for Fe - С type of interactions. 
7Tte iro!i - iro;: interaction potent iel coresponds to the 
pote;:t">i?l nsad i>: /£, Q, 1c/ and the iron - carbon 

potential in /g/. 

In all events no nore than one defect i.e. one 
vacancy or one split interstitial or one carbon ntom 

\/as present, thus no carbon - carbon interact ion was 

neccrsary for computations. 

The computations were performed on NL-5C3 and ICL-I9C5 

computers. The integration methods v^re the same as desc

ribed in /6/, and the same checks and precautions were 

observed. 

llore than 2OO events vith different initial condi

tions were studied during this set of calculations and 

a further set is now prepared. 

KUCCK-ON CF СЛГ.ПОИ АТС1ЛЗ 

Threshold energies 

All computations ware performed for the case of carbon 
atom knocked-on from its octahedral position. Individual 
events were chosen in such с way to be possible to 
construct the contours of constant displacement threshold 
enerjy in fundamental trion^le bovmded by the <1<X>> , 

<Cllc> and <lll> directions. At the same time 
the dynamics of carbovx displccemont processes and effect 
of channelling of carbon atoms were studied. 

Fij. I shows the displacement threshold contours over 
the stereographic tri&n^le. It is seen that the easiest 
direction for the displacement is <ClCO^> , for which 
energy lass than 3 eV necessary, this low energy is 
caused by the fact that carbon atom paesee through the 
centre of the cube edje, so its distance fvm both 
iron atoms is relatively large. Irem atom, placed in the 
centre of unit cell, acts to this displacement by its 
repulsion force from the hack side and so accelerates 
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that process. This effect is shown in Fig. 2 for different 
initial energies ranging from lo to 5C eV. tor all energies 
the decrease emal to ca g eV is measurable for penetra
tion through the first potential barrier. It must be 
mentioned that in this barrier some role piny also displr-
cements of these at cms from normal position fl/l/O) in 
perfect crystal. For next barriers some decrease is also 
shown but in smaller scale. The hi.jher is the initial 
energy of carbon atom, the lower is the effect of further 
barriers ои energy decrease. Carbon cion with hinetic 
energy erwal to Ю eV shows very fast decrease of kinetic 
energy, its energy in front of 'ho third barrier is lower 
than 5 oV, i. e. decreased by 5C per cent. Decreasing 
effect of barriers is less -pronounced 'or carbon ntoms 
of higher energies, as theiv velocity is so high that 
they penetrate these barriers sooner thnn iron tftoms 
can displace (because of their higher inass). 

The direction <Л1с> is the least favourable when 
carbon atom moves directly against the iron c.tom, placed 
in cell comer, for this direction hir.stic enerjy of 
carbon atom higher than 3OO eV is necessary cor knock-on 
the iron atom, but at the same time energy somewhat 
higher than loo eV is sufficient for indirect displa
cement of carbon atom from initial cubic cell. 

In direction <I1I> the threshold energy lies just 
below 20 eV , it ie higher than in <С1сс> direction 
because the centrelly placed iron atoms in the neighboring 
cell repulse in some way against the moving carbon atom. 

Threehuld energise in Fig, 1 are valid for the 
escape of the original cell in an arbitrary vay, either 
by direct way or by Indirect (with one or more recoils 
and deviations). 
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} Cov.íi niratiоз: of iron atoms in respect with octahedral 
1 position of carLon cton is symmetrical only with respect 
} tr (ecl) plojie. T̂ iis fact can he easily seen in F{<j. 3, 
! s-..T3.:nri-iH7 several events witk the same initial enerjy 
i of carbon ntom (ro e1/) but in different knoch-ои directions. 
! T?ie larjer is t?;e OK^IS between primary direction and 
i [!co] axis, the faster is the slowinj down and the 
> sraller is the distance \;y carbon atom penetrable. From 

tTiis din7yain it is seen that hnocfe-ои direction Ю 0 to [loc] 
iv. (.col) plaMe does net produce any remarkable effect 

• o;: carbon enerjy decrease, bwt киоск-ои direction lO°/lO 
» 
! is in a reraarkaHe menner affected by trie second barrier -

its ran.je is substantially shortened. In all cases marking 
accorclinj to Fij. I ir used, i.e. first angle mans f 
ana the second one is & . Лиу larger deviation from [loo] 
direction causes a vapid decrease of carbon displacement 
in [loo] direct ion. fFor other directions tlteir notion 
is chav.Qed into [tlcj - perpendicular axis - direction). 
Initial directions lc°/25° and зз°/17° are the largest for 
which some oscillations through potential barrier, formed 
by cell wall are observed even though they finally do 
not penetrate through but come back. Larger deviations fro» 
[lrc| direction have no chance for penetration through 
the cell wall ала axe slowed down inside their initial 
unit cell. 

\Aiile the enerjy loss for penetration of carbon atom 
through the first barrier in ilco] direction it equal to 
ca z ov, for larger angles (larger deviations frost (OOl) 
plane) it reaches higher values. For short-tins penetration 
in 21°(IT° direction it is equal to ca S eV. 

These results of computations show that the Maximum 
angle for existence of lona-distance channelling is less 
than lo° from [loo] axis in arbitrary direction 
(up to ca 10° in (ool) piano and much lots in direction 
perpendicular to it because of afore mentioned nmtšyuemtry 
of iron barrier). 

file:///Aiile


-*:г:.:1с г.тгклгпсн CF KUCC::-(.V. лтсид WITH DLFECTS 

Ac r ea l ly c rys ta l s prac t ica l ly do not exist wit/iont 
a\y detects, t!ie iollowi'.'.j events of dynamic interaction 
cí knockecl-0}i at OIKS with defects in iron l a t t i c e were 
sti:c!iec?i 

- vacancy in position (2fCtC)~, (4;C;0) and (2j2fC) with 
respect to the prinnry Icnoched-on atom (narked as v 
(xiytz)i 

- s;'lii intcrstitirl type I,, (in <.1ссУ direction) and. 
I, (in < 111 > direction) placed in (2/CjO) position) 

- carbon interstitial ato?.: in octahedral position in 
(IfltO) or (jflfC) places with respect to the primery 
hnockeci-on iroi: с ton. 

This tet of computations was performed for different 
initial kinetic energies of hooched-o:; iro;: t:to»as fro*-; 
20 to 5 с eV, nith the lav jest interest in zC and 50 eJ. 
.'ill these events are then compared .with similar ovenťj, 
received for ideal iron lattice, i.e. without any defects. 

interaction with vacancies 

existence of a high density of vacancies in crystals 
are fully confirmed so their effect on dynrx-.ic chains of 
atom can be very important for the determination of 
a range of such a type of dynamic damage. 

Fig. / shows results of som typical events for 
propagation of [lec] collision chain (in fact, printer i ly 
knocked-on atom is moving in direction l°/C°). 

3Unit for this position determination is equal to the 
half of iron cell edge, i.e. l.43xlc"v era • I.43 Я. 



.".hile 'or this collision chain in perfect crystal there is 
с relatively small mnarjy loss (ca 7 eV for the ith atcn), 
in events with vacancies, placed directly i>: this (jc0J 
chai:: or in the wext row of atoms (parallel in a distance 
of cue atomic twit), a very sti-on? darspv.ij of these collision 
chains is observed. Г-ractically» there is ко larje difference 
between position (xtCfC) аЫ (X|3|<"J, i.e. between effect 
of vacancy placed directly it: collision chain or in some 
distance from it. In all cases (for "O eV) practically the 
5th knocked-on atoms received such с low еиег.ту that they 
only oseilate around their initial positions in very swell 
displacesients. Received energy for t!.e 4th ators is lover 
thar: 6 eV (for initial 30 eV) while in perfect crystal the 
enercy loss of kinetic energy of the 4th atom reaches only 
ca 8 ev. 

existence of a vacancy in a collision chain caused the 
vapid loss of kinetic energy of primary hnocked-on a i on a, 
or the r.ext ones - S-, , S etc. Afterwards, this vacancy 
increases the ?2inetic enerjy of atons passed tliroujh this 
vecoT-!cy place, Litt the whole decrease is not affected, 
this effect is based on the change of focusing parameters 
of collision chain due to assynsotrical configuration. Thus 
large defocusing is observed even for such small deviations 
from [led] axis as l°/C°, and the collision chrin propa
gates to the distance less than four next atoms (for iwiticl 
kinetic ewerjy 30 ev). 

Somewhat different situation can be received for 
collision chain in' <llO direction marked as 45°/34° which 
is the most packed one. 

Vacancies, placed outside of this [ZHj collision 
chain, strongly influence its propagation even in this 
direction as it could be seen in Figs. 5 end 6. In both 
cases, for enerjy ~o eV and 5c ev (in Fig. r and 6) conti-
nous decrease of the mximum kinetic energy of atoms in 
chain is observed. The sharper decrease is characterized 
for cases with vacancies in the neighbourhood of chain. 
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as it is sv.Kr.arized in Tab, I. Vacancies in both positions 
affect the maxirwa transferred energy in the whole chain, 
even in the .;th atom which means that the propagation of 
these chains is disturbed and large dissipation of Hne tic 
encrny into t'te neijhborinj atoms is produced. 

Fi^. 6 shove similar results for initial kinetic enerjy 
equal to 50 0'/, but the picture is practically the suae in 
ť,:o pre\'io;;s case. 

Comparison of the decrease of maximan kinetic euerjy 
in collision chains wit!: displacement threshold enernios 
loads tc the follovinj dependencies» In < loc> direction 
the threshold euer-jy is equal to ca I7 eV /7/. This enerjy 
is reached i;i normal defectless crystal in course of 
approximately lc collisions (for initial епзггту $о eV) 
while in crystal with vacancy in Í2/C;C) position only one 
collision is sufficient. For (2/З/С) position two collisions 
and for Í4;CjO) position also one collision is necessary. 

For llllj chain the displacement threshold energy 
is equal to ca 55 ov /7/, i. e. both computations were 
carried out in below-threshold ranje. On the other side 
for this direction the limiting energy for focusing is equal 
to about 28 eV /£/, which means that in defectless crystal 
this enerjy cannot Ъш reached (for initial enerjy 50 eV) in 
less than by ca 20 to 25 collisions. In crystal with 
vacancy this situation is somewhat worse - only four or 
five collisons are sufficient and kinetic enerjy of atoms 
is lower than this limiting energy for focusing, i. e, 
collision chains is rapidly slowed down. 

Interaction with split interstitial* 

while vacancies can exist in iron crystals at individual 
defects, interstitial* for reaching their structural stability 
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are usually covijuiatec: with stable iron atoms into so-called 
split interstitiels /9/. These types of defects, characterized 
by some symmetry wiťt respect to the original- position of 
sta'clc iron ciom, can exist in several modes /lO/. In these 
conpi-.tations influence of two modes were studiedt ^10оУ 
split, marked аз 1д and <llC> split, marked as IB. 

As it can be seer, i»: Tij. 7, these tvo types behave 
in a fully different way - while node I- affects only the 
starting behavior of collision chain in (Wc> direction 
(the centre of I. is placed in (3}0/0) position with 
respflrt to the primary knochcd-or. atom), mode I- fully 
diasipates oil kinetic eiterjy in this Ll°o] chain. 

The reason of s:tcli a different influence can he seen 
in relative orientation of the interstitial axis with 
respect to the direeiion of collision chain. Tlia !, mode 
represents soiae condensation of atoms in <ICG> direction 
only (i.e. in the same direction where focusinc occurrs) 
and thatys why only some decrease in the maximum knock-on 
energies ic observed. Later this condensed mess acts as an 
acci'nwl.tor of potential energy that is transformed into 
kinetic one and the chain covtinv.es to reach its normal 
level. On the contrary the f„ mode creates a large distur
bance of the [ico] chai:: because of its large anjle 
deviation (45°), th-.-t results in a very sharp decrease of 
knock-on enerjy. Collision chains are limited practically 
only to the split iiiterstitials and no next atoms in [.loo] 
chain are influenced. 

These two typical computation*, chosen from a wider 
set, show the fact that each interstitial that is not 
oriented in the direction of collision chain affects very 
strongly its behavior and practically annihilates it fwlly. 
The reason lies in a stron.j asymmetric effect of this split 
which is connected with a large displacement of close atoms 
from their Ьаэо positions. 

http://covtinv.es


interaction wit Ti carbon interstitial atoms 
Carbon atoms play very important role i»: the ^rojevties 

of iro:: crystals ant' are also interests:j ггок; the point of 
i view of their interaction v:ith ire»; collision ť.u-iy.s. 

I Carbon atoms wore placed into octahedral positior., i.e. 
into the centre of a cwle race. Their interaciion ;vith 

I collisiot: chains is prononncec! "•:: i wo r:aysi in direct effect 
j on the propagation of these chai;:s and in indirect way - i:i 
I kneel iiw~on those от carbon aio*:s. 
3 

! First effect is shown in Fij. 8, where fo:;r cases 
I with two positions ox carbc:: cicr.-.s and three enerjies 
j Í2C, 30, 50 eV} of pri.uory hnockod-on atoi.ts in ZlooJ di

rection егге shown. It is seen the lower is the pvirr^ry 
hnoch-on enevjy, the higher iz the 0ffeet on collision chri;:. 
The reason can be foic.:c in tho relative position 0' hnocuecl-on 
atom and carbon aton in course of collision сhe in 1 if hijihev 
energy is used, the transit of iron -ttor.i throujh (l/G/C) 
position (that is the nearest to the carbon citovs.) is so 
rapid that the disturbance fror: carbon atoiú jets a lavja 
phase shift and lower efficiency. 

In other directions similar effect can le also observed 
but in soma cases a displacement of carbon aioxs can OCCI.'LT. 

Both effects are shown in quantitative form in rijs. 
5,6 and 9. Fij. a shone the enerjy situation in C^cc3 
collision chain if carbon cíoms are placed in r. distance 

equal to the half of cubic side. Influence of so placed 

atoms ie very strorg, in five collisions the kinetic enorjy 

is decreased to one tenth of its initial value. From the 
point of view of energy balegtce this effect is very similar 
to the саше with vacancies - in both events fast slowim 
down is observed and only two collisions are sufficient 
for slowing down the enerjy to lover than the treshold 
value*. Energies transfered to carbon atoms are in this 
case very low - loss than з oV, which is lower than treshold 
displacement energy of carbon atoms in [eld] direction. 
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Other, stronjer effect is [reononnced in th.e i.jost packed 

direction [j-ll] • '" ťi;.. U-o;: cior.is with, seller initial 
enerjy (3C e'") has transferror', in jencral, !;i;;?ier enerjy 
to carlo»: atom (aLowt .5.5 с"/) v/.ile iron jtos» viť,: J;ijb«r 
anerjy (rC ev iK FÍJ.Ó) creates only z aV excitation. This 
i:\direct dependence is in accordance with rrforo Mentioned 
effect of relative positions of i гол G;-JU carbon atons. 

Tlie effect of carbon ato:;iS o;i proper collision chain 
is similar for both enerjies Iv.l uid: stro.tjer then for 
events with vacancies. Decrease of transferred enor;iee 
is vei-y fast, practically in one or two collisions t*:e 
iriitinl ev.erjy of 5C cV is slovsinj dovm to the enerjy 
lower then necessary for focv.sinj c'r.cin [27 eV'J even 
lliowjlt no hijh enerjy is transferrec' to carbon atouis and 

carbon practically rer.iains in its initial cell. 

Approximately tl:e saj.io results car. *"e oMainec! i-; 
case of iroy. crystals with niiroieK nto?ns Lecawse their 

interaction potential* are practically indctical and their 
masses are very close, raid, at t';e аот.ье time, the effect 
of HitrojOK atoms on physical properties of iron crystals 
is r.ot very different fro::: that of carl on. 

COIICLUDI CV.S 

Cor.ipntations have аЬотл a jreat difference IcUvecn 
the dynamic bolicvior of iron crystals with or v/itíiov.t 
defects - vacancies, split interotiticls or carbon (nitrojen) 
interstitial atoms. Followiii? conclusions ca:i be drawn from 

these calculations 1 

l. Л r,v>del of iron crystal supplemented by one defect and 
proper pairwise potential (if necessary) cent be easily 
derived from previously used nwdela of ideal crystals 
containinj only iron atoi-ui. 

file://i:/direct
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3. Calculations of threshold energies for carbon atmi 

displacement from its octchedral position have also 
shown a strong dependence on direction. The direction 
of displacement energy ic observed in <lcc> direction 
(less than 3 oV), the larjest knock-on enerjy in Olc)> 
direction fhijhor than ICO gV). 

Л. Channelling of carbon atosis is observed only i;i t!:e 
easiest <ZCO> direction. The mcxitnum deviation from 
this direction to he chaneled is just below 1С0 in (ecl) 
plane and substantially Iciov/ 10 in the perpendicular 
plane. 

4. Vacancies effect the collision chains in <С1ссУ and <Clll̂  
directions, much stronger effect being in the first di-
rection. Comparing the rate of enerjy decrease, tl.en the 
decrease rate for Clcc] collision chain with vacancy 
is about five times larjer than the rate in chain in the 
defoctless crystal. For <CllO direction the enerjy, 
necessary for focusing collisions, is reached about five 
times sooner than in defcctless crystal, i.e. defocusatio:: 
occurs very near to the position of a vacancy. 

0. uplit interstitial has strong effect on collision chains 
in such cases when its axis is not the same as the axis 
of collision chain. In other case it very disturbs áynwnic 
chain ana damping of collision chain becomes very fast; 
excitation practically does not penetrate this split 

interstitial. v 

6. The largest effect is produced by interstitial carbon atoms. 
They strongly influence all types of collision chains avA 
cause their very fast slowinj down. Effect of carbon 

atoms is larjer than of vacancies but somewhat smaller 
than of nonparallel split interstitials. 
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Calculations of other corJijuratior.s of detects and 
collision chains will continue and shall Lc also enlarged 
by some quantitative evaluation of results. 

ACXNOfL EDGac 1ГГ5 

the en thor if very nucři indebted to Ur. J. Kenij who 
assisted ii: projravninj those calculations. 



Tab. 1 Мяхгстш kinatic energims (in eV) transferror? to ato.:is in c o l l i s i o n chains 

collision 

[loo] 

[HI] 

chain Defect 

-
V(3,C,0) 
V(4$C,0) 
v(at2>c) 

-
V(»,C,0) 
V(2f3f0) 

T* 

30 

3C 

j ? 

JO 

30 
30 
30 

sl 

35, i 
-

33. в 
Ip.o 
37. с 
аз.С 
33 .»'• 

s. 

34.3 
U.4 

-

35. D 

35.5 
30.7 
20. 8 

33. •: 
l:.c 
I-.' 
I0.2 

34. С 

IQ.5 
is.5 

s 
4 

33.6 

9.5 
1С a 
<*.5 

22.5 
IC.5 
L7.C 

s5 

32.С 
в.» 
O..: 
-

*!.< 
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Fig, I - Contours of constant cUplcceirjeiit tr.re sl:olc епсгту 
(in Zv) of carbon atovi placed, in ocichcdval ôsitio;: 
in iron crystal in the fíinífarncníal trianjle ler.mciecl 
by the <ICO> , <llc> and < Ш > directions 
Th.e azimuthal am, polar anjlcs / and & clafinc tlia 
orijinal knock-on direction. 

Pig. 2 - Dependence of kinetic energy of cavho:: с tar. ;:icvi;:j i;; 
[looj direct ion frora octahedral positioi; in ivov. 
crystal on its [loó\ displacoTiioní for VGV'CV.C 

initial euerjies. (T • tit.-.e unit • 2.:зх1' ' soc) 

Fij 3 - Influence of initial direct io:: of carho;: c.ton, plccoá 
in octahedral position in iron crystal, o:: its propa
gation in \lOc\ direction. 

Fij 4 - CoefMrison of the affect of vacancies in different 
positions on the propagation of collision chains in 
1° to <ClOG? direction in (ool) plane, 

Fig. 5 - Comparison of the effect of vacancies in different 
positions and carbon atom in octahedral position 
on the propagation of collision chains in 1° to <T2lí̂ * 

direction (45°/34°). 

Pig, ó - Comparison of the effect of vacancies in different 

positions and carbon atom in octahedral position 
on the propagation of collision chains in 1° to 4HÍ) 
direction (45°/34°). 

Fij. 7 - Comparison of the effect of two modes of split 
iwterstitials d A - <loo> split, arid i£ - <lb> 

split) on the propagation of collision chains in floe] 

direction. 

Fig, 8 - Examples of atom orbits in a dynamic collision chain 



- n> -
in the <Clc<?> direction in the proeence oř 
carbon atom. 

Fig. g - Effect of carbon atoms in octahedral position ON the 
propagation of eollieiow chain in <ClOO> direction. 
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